HERMETIC Advanced Line

Proven quality and quickly available

The HERMETIC Advanced Line is the focused portfolio of the E-Line with process-optimized delivery times

Our Advanced Line offers individual solutions from millions of possible combinations.

- Proven pump types and designs in a fast delivery time
- Made in Germany
- Monitoring and control technology from a single source
- Complete and binding engineering documents with offer
- Every pump is performance tested according to ISO9906 class 2B
- Material certificates and additional tests on request
- Explosion protection according to directive 2014/34/EU
The HERMETIC Advanced Line – fast and reliable

- Temperature: max. 400 °C
- Pump capacity: max. 380 m³/h
- Pumping head: max. 700 m
- Motor power: max. 230 kW
- Materials: steel / stainless steel
- HERMETIC ZART® Technology
- Common sealing materials
- Flanges: DIN / ANSI
- SiC30 - W5 slide bearings
- Optional full instrumentation and monitoring devices according to ATEX

3000 rpm, 50 Hz:
- CN / CNF / CNK – single-stage series
- CAM – multi-stage series

Inquire now